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Introduction: Landslide features on Mars bear an unambiguous resemblance to terrestrial landslides and have been described in detail [2]. They occur mainly in the equatorial Valles Marineris (VM) canyon system, fall through heights of up to 8 km, and cover horizontal distances (runouts) as great as 80 km. The failed section of canyon wall is typically tens of kilometers wide and cuts several kilometers into the plateau behind it. Features resembling landslides also occur on the lower flanks of Olympus Mons, forming the Aureole deposits which are at least an order of magnitude larger than the VM slides, with runouts of hundreds of kilometers.

The largest VM landslides have features that are difficult to explain, such as longitudinal grooves, rather than transverse ridges like those observed on terrestrial slides. They also have unusually long runouts that imply lower internal friction angles than expected. Processes thought to produce long runouts generally require water [4, 5], air [6, 7], or the degassing of CO$_2$ [8]. Other processes, however, do not require a lubricating fluid, and include dispersive grain flow [9] in which the weight of the sliding material is supported by impacts between its constituent rock particles; and acoustic fluidization [10] in which an acoustic field is sufficient to support briefly the rock particles; and acoustic fluidization [10] in which an acoustic field is sufficient to support briefly the static overburden pressure of the material. Arguments have been given in support of both the presence [11] and absence [12] of fluid in the VM slides.

The rheology of landslide material is an important influence on its final configuration. Given a particular runout path and initial mass configuration, it is largely the rheology that determines key features such as runout length and final deposit thickness and slope.

We present numerical models of long runout martian landslides with the aim of measuring the suitability of a range of rheologies.

Model: We use a dynamic analysis model (DAN) [13] which, given the runout path and initial mass profile, calculates the time-varying shape and velocity of the slide material. A Lagrangian approach is used which tracks individual mass blocks as they move together down the runout path. DAN represents the slide as a sequence of blocks (20 in our models) connected in the downslope direction. The width of the runout path is prespecified and where possible is matched to the observed scar configuration. The model is also made more accurate by the loss of material from the deposit along the final, level part of the runout slope. Quantities that vary normal to the runout path are represented by their average values. The gravitational force on each block works against a basal resistance force and a pressure force (which simulates the internal normal stresses at work in the slide). The basal resistance force at each point along the runout path is determined by the chosen rheology. Inputs common to all rheologies include unit weight (20 kN.m$^{-3}$ in all cases), volume yield rate (allows deposition or entrainment of material), and three pressure coefficients which determine the relative strength of tensional and compressive stresses in the material. Additional inputs depend on the rheology and include yield strength, pore pressure, viscosity, and friction angle (20° in all cases).

We consider four rheologies: frictional, Bingham, acoustic fluidization, and general fluidization. The latter two consist of an initial frictional stage, followed by a power law stage, while the others apply without interruption to the entire runout path. Acoustic fluidization assumes zero pore pressure and thus represents a more conservative approach to martian landsliding. When acoustic energy in the material reaches a critical value, the flow is fluidized. This energy is converted from potential energy during the initial (usually steepest) part of the runout path. For simplicity, we model this transition as a fixed point along the runout path, hence the designation of uphill points as frictional and downhill points as power law [14, 15]. The position of the transition was chosen to coincide with flow characteristics (such as maximum velocity) or structural features (such as abrupt changes in final profile slope). DAN models reveal an approximately linear relationship between the position of the threshold and the final runout. We note that our acoustic fluidization rheology has no explicit reference to acoustic properties and could feasibly cover other processes with similar behavior. Similarly, general fluidization also models processes with a frictional/power law transition, but allows non-zero pore pressure.

We apply the rheologies to DAN models of specific martian and terrestrial landslides, choosing parameters which result in a final configuration closest to that observed (we model one terrestrial slide, 6 VM slides, an Aureole deposit, and a lunar slide). Profiles of martian landslides are obtained from verti-
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Results: The results for the eastmost Ophir Chasma landslide (Figure 1) demonstrate the different final profiles produced by the four rheologies. In this case, as in 7 of the 9 slides modeled, general fluidization produces a very good fit (Table 1). The Bingham and acoustic fluidization rheologies produced comparably good results for 1 and 2 of the 9 slides respectively. Although some slides generate favorable frictional profiles, required pore pressures are unreasonably high. No rheology produces satisfactory results for the Olympus Mons aureole, suggesting an alternate mode of emplacement such as gravity spreading [16].

A principal inference from the success of general fluidization in VM slides is the requirement of non-zero pore pressure. Given a reasonable contemporary geothermal gradient (15 K.km$^{-1}$ or higher), water would be liquid below 2.5 km or less, putting the failure zone of many of the VM slides in the liquid phase (it is unlikely that friction during failure could melt sufficient volumes of ice to produce required liquid pore pressure). Alternatively, if the VM were filled with lakes [3,17] whose waters were released catastrophically via outflow channels, the water-saturated walls would be left exposed and depressurized leading to pore pressure-assisted failure. A third scenario invokes CO$_2$ as an alternative pressure agent. Degassing after the initial failure may be sufficient to break up the landslide material further and expedite its descent [8].

Table 1 Summary of DAN results. $r_u$ = ratio of fluid pressure to total normal stress, $\tau_0$ = yield strength, and $\mu$ = viscosity. Rheologies other than general fluidization produced unequivocal best-fits for slides indicated by asterisks. The frictional phases of all slides had $\phi = 20^\circ$, except where indicated, and for acoustic fluidization $r_u = 0$ in all cases. Where no data for acoustic fluidization are given, this rheology did not cause the initial mass to fail.